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order that you and other mcmbers of tne
xecutiva _onrittee may be fully Inforl,led of any ac-
tion I 4M taking relevant to tilt major decision In
hand, I am enclosing b.rtwiti a copy of a letter sent
today to Aschms, together with an airll ,er frtter to
",schaal referred to in the present one tn Ulm.

Copies of tula att tl, togtner ,tj; a
{A. lef explanatory note, are aveilabl fur ail other
members of the txecotive 	 ttr frTir presentation

au•: asked to meet with then,

du not propoue to send you or any uLher
meatber of the :xocutive Committee any urther readinc
matter in advance of my meeting wlth that Committee*
unless you or other maubers rrjest “: to do •o,
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PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

/.-_u,uot 6,

r ear f.scham,

Because 1 Ault to be sure that you are clear as to the
thouchts 1 tried to convey to you In hur two telephone conversations
this week, 1 am writin them to you, not I fear briefly, but as
briefly as possible.

Since I am eager to ltsep members of the Lxecutive Committee
Informed of all my actions in this matter, I am preparing copies of
this letter, tor their later reading if they wish, and It Is necessary
for their information to summarise the background.

In washington on July 24,1- ;Arid me emphatically
that my leadership of Ptpillar was, in his opin , unsatisfactory.

awho was present, then made his statement regarding dis-
affection toward me In the Dtpillar Staff. Those were tne first
intimations I had received from any source that my work for Mollie:
was subject to criticism. This cams to 44 as is great shock, for up
to that tins 1 had some reasons to believe that, taken as 4 Whole,
my efforts nad the cordial approval of our sponsors, as well as of
the Lxecutive Committee,

You will remember that the same afternoon, In their presence.
I told you, on my initiative, &IL	 -Istatements and my intentions
to investigate, improve and report to yak. My steps from that point
are recorded in my letter of July 31 to you, and since tat time
further steps of Importance have been taken with the staff, to their
stated satisfaction.

The first intimation I received of any Executive Committee
involvement in this matter came to no just ten days ago When Chester
Virgo told 44 that the desirability of iv resignation was "firmly"
in his mind and ,Aive as a copy of [I___	 lnegrarandum of July 2d.
This Is also the first time I had any idei that Mot had been in
San Francisco than.

I then discusesdL	 jmemorandum, in confidence, with my
closest ranking associates, Mr. Rindskopt and Mr, Schmitt, I told
them that Cheater Virgo had said to 004 that "they" (meaning your
organisation) had mode it so clear to him that I am persona non grata
to our sponsors thet he believed that fact alone to make my reeIQ-
nation desirable, in inquIrying precisely who "they' were, 1 under-
stood Chester to Intimate that he i;ad not been in direct touch with
you or the Virector.



two associates above joined with ma in the opinion
tnat since my relations up to July 24 spoarently gava reason to
oellove my work was satisfactory (Including the fact that on that
day you compittely supported and implemented, as you have provious-
ly dons, My position with regard to the proper relations between
apiliar and its sponsors,-- a position which 1 uroed in accord-
once with instructions from my oxecutive Committee, aod uoach 1
had reason to believe you shared), it would be Stormont to discuss
the situation on a face to face basis. os felt tOot since a chief
stated basis of C	 :lattitude is the report from C._ juhich
involves your organisation, it would be proper to present directly
to you some 'ointment facts which had not come to you from other
sources. a felt that you would not want to be a major influence
In the Committee's decision (Indirectly) without oavino Avon
opportunity to as to offer my comments directly to you.

I have the utmost confidence in the judgment of the osecutive
Committee, but my sole desire was to take all necessary steps to
present to them all information In the met accurate possible form.
we felt that the best possible procedure would be for you to cows
hers and assess the situation yourself, but that the nett best would
be for me to ie to you.

At tots point Rindskopf and r chmits volunteered tat they
wanted to go to Oashinoton with me, as soon as possible, to offer
you their own thouohts. It as on this basis that I telephoned you
on Monday, Auoust, 4. First I asked you to come here, but you said
your duties would not oorsit that. Then I asked you to lot us come
to you and you agreed to see us on Thursday morning, Au ust 7, for
a considerable length of time. ' 7:11 made plan* reservations and as
rapidly as possible 1 terormod(:_	 1), woe mad that morning
said that I might see you, of our plus.

woon you telephoned me Tuesday morn in and cancelled tha
appointment I said to you that I quite appreciated the reason in
your policy In that respect; that it was not my Intent to inject
you into the affairs of that Committee, and that 1 recognise@ its
full authority and your right to disassociate yourself from the
matter. 1 then tried to make clear to you my single points that
you were &treacly injected as the deputy head of en organisation
which by the reports of your agents had put that organisation in
a position or advancino serious criticisms or met suddenly and with-
out otaring and comments and thtt the chairman, at least, regards@
the reports of your agents as official and determinant.
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if course I cheerfully acquiesce In your decision not to
see me or my associates at this time, thou6A this may mean that the
decision is likely to be greatly affected by the existing reports
of your agents, and thAt the decision may be made before we heve
e chance to Itesent our thouijhts to you This $00AS to me un-
fortunate.

You have been aware, thoul1 perhaps not completely so. of
the difficulties of the job I did not solicit but was asked to
andertake hers. in that connection, and with specific reference
to the criticisms now offered, 1 hops you will find time to read
again ay letter report of February 18 privately to you.

You are also ewers that ; 'ess asked to tails this post,
and was willing to take it, only with the mutual wish and under-
standing that It be for the long pull. It was for that reason
that I asked that an especially thorough advance crack be made
on my qualifications and ability, so tt4t if appointed there would
be no 'leg ation but what 1 might owe the continuing con:IL:once Jf
sponsors and ,secutive Committee during what I knew would be
very difficult and perhaps long Initial period. You will also
recognise that the entire standing of a man in my kind of work
Is dependent upon his reputation. whatever respect and esteem
1 may have been able to acquire through many years of work is
now in reel danger of very serloils impairment.

I do not question the right or the propriety of the
Committee and its sponsors to dismiss as at any time, within tneir
judgmAnt. My concern is not so mach with keeping my job as it is
with having these drastic criticisms of me thoroughly discussed
and evaluated from all angles. 4 concern is also for the future
welfare and successful work or this Committee, Which in spite of
the tremendous handicaps of recent events, I believe 1 can lead
successfully. 1 therefore intend to oppose vigorously the
criticises-which I believe greatly exaggerated, not based upon
fact and adequate knowledge, and so sudden and extreme as to
seism almost fantastic.

Cordially yours,
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February Id, 195Z

Dear

tor
prepare an
there have
indicates.

some time 1 nave felt both the wish and the need to
over-all report for you and .B. It is overdue, but
been handicaps to its yreparation, as tne report itself

I am deliberately making this report personal, informal, and
private. I can tall you much more that way s -- and there are some
things I should write which it might be indiscreet to have seen by
any except you two,-- so I shall send it directly to you. If you
like a report in this form, I shall try to write you one about once
month,-- though not at equal length: In any case I shall be send-

ing you shortly a more formal and detailed report of projects, person-
nel, finances - and shall do so from time-to-time, but I plan to
make those merely supporting material for these more private summaries.

I am reluctant to give you an account of all the alarms and
excursions of the past two months lest it appear to be a buildup for
future alibis by me, or else a diatribe against my predecessor. But
you should know the facts, as 1 see them, and I shall have to risk
your reactions.

I'll start by rounding out the good side, and tmere's a lot of
it. Those comments can be brief and staccato, though it has always
seemed to me unfair that the good things and people get recorded so
summarily, whereas it takes longer to explain the bad ones. And we
have some very pretty examples that the evil that men do lives after
them, even if it's only small-time evill

I have had every possible co-operation and assistance from
Emmons Brown who Is intelligent, understanding, sympathetic, and
brisk, and who performs quickly, responsibly, and without omissions.
He seams to me (us) the ideal liaison officer. If he were not in-
valuable to us there, 1 should want him here,

We could not get such help from him if he and we were not
being Supported from above. 1 have had no frustrations, no doubts
and restrictions on freedom of action from the East,-- and that's
* high tribute to your company under the circumstances. Believe me,
I am grateful.

Support from the Lxecutive Committee has also been jood, of
course I must speak of it in more quailfIed terms because under the
circumstances one would expect less from it. The Executive Committee
has backed me up well when called on and that's all I ask. , I am a
little relieved that it has not wanted to participate more in the
actual Committee work and decisions, for that could have made problems.

e&z_fi—f ,c72-/



Brayton I admire particularly for havin, kept his hand off, and
increasingly off, during the past six weeks, for Brayton had had
to enter well into operations In November and December, and is
also of the temperament and habit that makes him a vigorous
participant in whatever interests him. I think his present
quiescence does not mean diminishing interest or qpproval, but a
combination of confidence, relief, and also conscious conviction
that he should supervise only in the over-all sense. I like himl
As for the rest, they are a very good lot but they are of course
extremely busy, and though they are all interested, other things
interest them more. I had hoped the 4xecutive Committee would

i meet reillairly every two weeks, bUt:iii -hqVe had to settle tot'nathrr_t•	 thin) for .e. two-hour lunch session. Perhaps later
' when we get into impressive operations, they may be pulled in more,
but I rather doubt it, for we will never be very impressive In the
sense that our best work will be usually unmeasurable and sometimes
unmentionable.

At any rate, I see nothing to worry about in the present
set-up of the Zxecutive Committee or my relations with it,-- or
at least nothing that can't be handled. The proper relationship,
under these peculiar circumstances, is probably one of Committee
confidence in the officers, plus remoteness from day-to-day activities,—
like a university board of trustees. There's a delicate balance between
having such a board too active or too inactive. I shall try to find

‘ that balance. They are fine_mens _and if 4 can win and keep their
t confidence, there - ‘ir -f11-1-1 no problem.

P little more on the rosy side. The staff here has gone
through some very trying times, and most of them have survived.
There Is a good chance that its members can now be welded into an
effective and loyal working group. That Is still far from certain,
however, The Greene* and Florence (Smith) Cross (who probably should
be in the hands of a psychiatrist) did put on a series of emotional
orgies and misrepresentations that shook the staff badly - particular-
ly as many liked George personally and also as the two Greene* and
Cross had very effectively established in the staff's minds an erroneous
and unflattering concept of Brayton and his associates as domineering,
unjust, reactionary, and generally unappreciative of George. Most of
the staff still don't know, and probably shouldn't be told, the whole
truth about the act this trio put on - and is still putting on. I
had hoped we coeld bury and forget the past, but at least two of the
trio are still actively at work. They  must be getting some aid and

/

comfort from one or more people in your group - I don't know but I
think I could name them. So far as I'm concerned, myaly._interest
is to,maintain security, efficiency, and morale, but that's not been
easy. I don't much care what anybody says about me as long ii-Lfikpil
let me get on with the job, and I don't propose to waste any energy
11-04-ing mosquitoes who bite me alone, but not everyone else is
equally thick-skinned or remote,



but toe Ureene episode was - is - not the only staff morale
problem. Al top of that is the normal worry of those not too sure
of themselves and their jobs when a new boss comes in. And beyond
tna_t_listne_fact_that : some of the staff nave had too little : to do,
part_ty_lecanse_tflay wereJndiscrlmlnet e ly recruited, badly assigned,
freeuentlystlided by O.G. and Cross as to the terms of their appoint-
ments, and never properly oreanized. Some of this, in fairness, was

' probably inevitable under the circumstances. This made for frustrations,
recriminations:4w_ unsettled_plens and rumors! All that is slowly baTng
stfiliPitaned out, but it's by no Means all over yet. We may have to
let two or three men go, not because they are third rate, but because
there's no place were we can utilize what they have. We may lose one
or two others when they find they'can't have what they want, although
I'm doing my best to work it all out. Noble is able, difficult, and
had rapidly developed some delusions of grandeur. He may not be
willing to adjust his ambitions downward toward his limitations.
Aldrich is a sweet, kindly gentleman Who has so far displayed no
decision, initiative, vision, or drive, but who may have set his
heart on being Eirector of Asian - . perations,-- a hope G.G. did not
discourage.

One more point about the staff. It includes some good people -
Stewart, Ivy, Ryan, Rinker, Henry of course, and one or two others.
Out beyond that I found myself engulfed in a sea of well-meaning,
fuzzy-minded and alas also sometimes ambitious mediocrity, although
much of the fuzzy-mindedness was due to working in the dark under Cs.0.
There were other troubles! proportionately too many Ad China Hands;
too many friends or friends of friends of Greene and Cross, both
Caucasian and Asian - but the real problem was and is the dead weight
of that Mediocrity.

Much of it can be useful if it is properly placed and led,
and tempered by some first-rateness, or even good second rateness.
This tl e trIe_way Pia_p lmying_it, with V fingers crossed and my , breath
held, and-et pireaent 40Ve nOges of CFA coming through. At,,lait
we  have some more people joining us who I know have ab1141.Y and
.14d9P”mr" -P ,-4-.1—*"intliadocks . Sle iibe F t . Cierer0 II Comptroller t At/Ws,
I_hepet_lowar dean. It will be nice to be able to turn to men whose
judgment, discretion, and detachment I can trust! I thlnls_tn! worst
is °Yeti VIWt.'S Why I'M writing you now. I didn't want to write until
l_felt maybe I could get on top of a situation more difficult than I,
and T-tiiink yOU-s 'retifitid , and 'leen now we're not out of the woods,

v'e have some excellent people in the secretaridd and younger
ranks, and I think among our Asians, who are not yet all being properly
utilized. At present the work-load is very unevenly distributed, but
as that Is adjusted, and as we get further Into operations, morale
will mount rapidly, I think. I'm told it is far better now than it
has been for several months.
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however _we_fece_one_permenant_and . elmoet insoluble problem
of morale - 04f_Allene. we cannot make them witting therefore We

A cannot include them in our staff meetings, which must be limited to
the witting if they are to serve their purpose. The Asians see
people come and go, whom they do not ol,et, but who are obviously
folk of importance taken into our inaer councils. They are aware of
letters they cannot see; of lock files they cannot use; of security
measures, no matter how we gloss them over. They are also intelligent
people who ask difficult questions and are not easily put off.

This situotion constitutes a constant threat to basic security,
no matter how perfectly everyone plays the Jame of security. Many of
these Asians now believe we are associated with government, some will
name the organization. Some believe we receive federal funds, So
long as nothing can be proven, and no one admits anything, it may be
all right, but that's the best we can hope for.

8j fl effect_upon morale is currently more harmful than the
present threat r-lieUrity.	 cannot admit Asians to our inner
ceuirals, or answer their questions, or explain certain obvious
Cautions and secrecies - and we cannot even tell them why. It is
nature/ for them to assume they are excluded because they are Asians,-
particularly in a city where landlords refuse to rent to our highly
cultivated Chinese because (and it has been said to their faces) "We
want to rent, but we won't rent to any Chinese." I see no way out of
this, appointine them to "advisory boards" or taking them to lunch
doesn't fool them.

However, I propose more informal "office parties" than I would
otherwise approve, and l prodose to give small private dinners as often
as possible to cioht or ten of the staff, notably including Asians,
and you must be prepared for mare time and bigger bills from me in
this operation than I like or had planned.

The teal—solution would be ta be_able.to take weme.at least, of
these Asians completely into our contidenCe. Whore they are American
el-tisane, even by rieint - ieflen, I understand that to be possible, and
we may try that out soon. Bet_Igme_af-thieLablese-are_not,AMerteall
ciaehs • 1 _min-the .Azugst loo_wil • thg_r_a_soiv.zit inn Sat_ can_ be
cleared.  _s/f_course at best we would turn in only an occasioned name,
as essential. Please inform me. 	 —.	 .	 .

Either with this document, or shortly to follow it, you will
receive a summary of our finances to date. The same difficulty we
had in getting the facts on our projects arose in securing an all-over
financial picture. I think we have it now, in form fairly satisfactory
to tee and you. we will improve It soon.
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Those CFA expenditures leach have been under the control of
Kops as administrative officer have been adequately kept. The
difficulty has been to find out (a) what commitments Greene had made
and not recorded, (b) what projects appropriations had or had not
been formally voted and budgeted by the i.xecetive Committee, (c) whet
agreements existed with you and your friends. There has been no
thought of any irregularity - just looseness - and mime waste by top
management.

On Tuesday Frank (*.Sward will take over as Comptroller, and our
worries will, I believe, largely end. We Oave to date received adequate
funds in adequate time. My only further comment on funds will come
later in this letter, under future plans.

PersOPASI_Oviously remains the cruets' Pe441 eM. Y.94_wPt
remember Alla !.A_PIaled.11114,111_1eede l, Office on leresine to	 9vertfr

da-asked for.44!.WPAkA!_rePlie cl_ttiet is the one field belehiCkyou
cennottK100m1";-an0-1 know your problem.. Sut I repeat that Cede will
fa:act-even approaching ets objective unless we can recruit competent
mee_and wii4iiiin -for !versales service more extensively, quickly, and
succitife l liflen to date, _Wee - January I, it .'as been our top
pr./2171y effort, we have also had Somme, Antall v right working
for us; our Na York office has helped and we Wave had a few dividends
recently, but not enough.

If what 1 shall present below as a time-scheme for our operalions
makes any sense to you, we will have to SLOP tee overseas rocreieille
much further; we shall have to risk making some mistakes in selection
in order to get going; we shall have to provide for allowances for
transportation, for a family, on a level at vast equal to that of
the foreign service, and we may eave to offer salaries about Z2000
per man per year higher than we aed planned.

hOW gia_We Seep eel recruitment? I don't know unkLaa_ru.
help us.

,iffices
manner somcahtt
at one address;
office, here,
building.

- At present our activities are decentralised in a
harmful to unity, efficiency, and morale. Radio is
editorial operations at another nearby; the central

The reason was inability to get adequate space in one

Now Radi
This central of
more in this bu
adequate space
possibilities.
essential rehab
we buy or rent
need to pay at
an annual rents

o must expand, and cannot do so in its nresent quarters.
(Ice needs much more space immediately, and can cet no
tiding. We have been conducting a wide search for
In a single building, and isve found several adequate
None are ideal; each will require a barge sum for
!Mating (more basic than "decoratine n ).. hether
(and it looks as though rental is more sound), we may
least up to an initial el00,000 for improvements and
1 of say 1100 000 a year. These are approximate fieures.



They are based upon our estimate of a need by July and there-
after (we hope maximum In San Francisco for the duration) of 30,000
sq. ft., Which is in turn based upon a very rough guess as to our
total office staff here, approximated by July, 1952,

'A e shall get the figures in good ;nape; recommend to the
Executive Committee; and inform you of toeir vote, and the size of
the bill. Since there is no alternative, and since the local business-
men on our &xecutive Committee are probably the best judges of local
Values, I shall assume your authority to act upon that committee's
vote, unless I hear from you to the contary.

Radio Free Asia. This is the one CFA activity already In
effective operation. Elwood appears to ni-ve r411 vompetence to direct
it iTeTh4-Fis ilisembled . a seed staf f of assistants. His own eicierience
was isninty-Iti-thi conventional one of a L. S. broadcasting station
operation, and it took him and his assistants some time to visualize
the possibilities of the new RFA program as conceived and agreed in
my recent talks in your city. Elwood now has that vision and agrees
it is more challenging, more sensible, and more difficult than the
earlier one, h‘ is going about its development with intelligence,
vigor and courage, and is getting places. At first there was a
natural tendency for RFA to keep off by itself and run its own show,
but i think 1 nave won Llwood's confidence and allayed his alarm
lest I (we) dominate and Impede his operation. There will surely be
headaches to come, but l_wish_the balance of CFA were as well-staffed,
well-led and effective as RFA.

Staff Pattern and Organization. I have made some cian es in
the staff arganiestion apparently planned here on arrival . They are
most simply indicated by the diagram attached. I have eleolained this
plan in staff meetings, and "sold" it pretty effectively, but always
with the reminder that it is still flexible in the light of experience
end of the opinions of new men being brought in to help head it. So
no copies of the enclosed cnart have been distributed here. The three
Vice Vresidents (Z already appointed) may with to Change it somewhat,
and I will be malleable, but Maddock', Siegbert and Gerard have all
had it explained to them in advance and lave accepted it - except
that Siegbert hopes to be appointed, in due course, my deputy, but
has no such assurances.

The chief thinking back of the pattern is this: (1) to give
centralized recognition, authority and responsibility to the three
obvious major functions of CPA - administration, operations and planning
and policy, (2) to centralize all operations, (3) to centralize all
overseas activities, (4) to :eve the_minimum_numaer,of_people_report
directly to the ,: resident, so he is not tied clown to excessive routine,
(5) to have the evaluation of 'elating operations done primarily by
others than those engaged in those operations, (6) to make the best
possible placement of men Fresently attached to our staff,
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Several Important vacancies remain to be filled beyond the
overseas staff, which Is the most important of all. These are (I)
VP for Administrationy (2) Chief of Public Relations, (3) Chief
of Asian Op...rations, (4) Chief of American Program.

(1) will have to be filled from without, and we are actively
searching, (2) ditto, though the need is less pressing and the search
less active. I had hoped to get Coulter huyler from State but appear
stymied. (3) can probably be tilled from within, but Maddocks should
make the recommendation, and to do so should be given whatever time
can be spared (not much!). (4) is a much less important post and
can be filled from within, possibly as a consolutlon prise.

This leaves the charted post of Chief Overseas Representative.
It is my present thinking that this post need not be filled for some
weeks or months, if at all, and may even be deleted from the plan of
organleation. There are personal problems involved in the appointment,
and these also argue for delay. Noble created the job for himself.
Other Important staff members strongly oppose him In that post, and
with reason. He has formally asked for his Immediate apeekIntment
to it; I have refused; made no promises, and sent him afire badly-
needed 2i weeks rest, He returns tomorrow; Maddock' takes over then,
and will be very much in on the decision. Noble may "cut up rough,"
or he may not. he is able. Possible posts for him are to return to
head an editorial department reduced to its proper status, or to
head the local CFA office In Manila, an important post.

Personnel lisle's The prompt resignotion In December of Florence
Cross was a Godsend. We could not possibly have kept her. She is
still making trouble, but nearly everyone here, even her old friends,
is now on to her. I wish we could get her out of town.

Dr. Henry is forced to withdraw from active duty by his heart,
on doctors' orders. This I greatly regret, professionally and
personally. He is • tonic of sanity and humor. I have refused as
yet to separate him from staff or salary, and have sent him on to
New York to "convalesce." Shortly we shall probably have to put
him down as a Consultant (probably to the New York office) on a per
diem, and use him a little If we can.

Harrison Arnold, "office manager"
an old China friend of Greene, appointed
with L. K. Little. He had to be is t go,
Little, Valentine, Ivy, Rinker, and Mrs.
we were lucky to get the Ford Company to

of the New York branch was
by him without consultation
but unanimous agreement of
Lent (among others), and
take him back.

John -aldron is a dear,
it is agreed by all, including
go on wearing two hats Is detr
of both operations. Nominally
but Noble has already told him
that he must go back to Dick's

and we would like to keep him. Out
Dr. Henry, his chief, that for him to
!mental to the security and efficient),
we may Ove him his choice between them,
(without my advance knowk doe or approval)
operation. This is ore re he belongs,
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for he likes the opaae, but 1 deplore the lack of 4entility
with Which Noble handled the matter in my absence in January, and
have done my best to make repairs.

Curtis Carrison, another man from your Cop Ai had been
assigned to head our "Research Department" here, located at the
Hoover Library in Palo Alto. He is badly miscast in that job, and
knows it. Without any suggestion from me, he offered, three weeks
ago, his resio , t ion, to return to your Mop for a Job more appropriate
and congenial. I accepted but asked him to stay until April 1 (he
had planned that anyhow), and to May 1 if 1 requested it, for general
morale purposes (he has acquiesced). I doubt that we need our own
research department, at least on the terms and scale it now possesses.
That is being investigated. But if we do have one, we need a good one,
and that would mean an almost complete change in its existing !trepans',
which in any case is a concern to your security offices. I believe
we shall conclude to retain an effective fact-finding department to
service, as at present, radio, editorial and policy departments, but
to eliminate the research aspects, most of stitch can be done where you
live, le may need to keep one or two research men attached to policy
planning, but they must be competent and experienced research men,
not pre-Ph.D. graduate students of dubious merit on high temporary
salaries.

.e are sending a personal friend of Florence Smith's China
days, tlfrida Barradat, a Portuguese girl imported at CFA expense and
guarantee from Lisbon, back to Lisbon at ( -KA expense as guaranteed by
Greene, as soon as possible. She Should never have been brought here;
she is here under false pretenses as far as 0reene l s assurance to
immigration autholrities is concerned; she has no special talents
and is a proved source of leakage of office gossip and misinformation
to Florence Smith, who then further distorts it and sends it back.
CFA will have lost about 41,000 of transportation money, and more
in less tangible ways, on this fiasco.

It will be hard to find jobs for Keller, Aldrich, and Noble
(and for some of the Greene Asian appointees) which will satisfy
them in view of their ambitions and Greene's quasi-promises to them;
and still be consistent with the limitations of talent from Which
each suffers in a different way. Noble is able but makes few friends;
Aldrich makes more friends but is less able; Keller has a more imposing
front than (mental) behind.

I have saved the major question for the lasts

11.1_911rAperailenPeed
25% pf maximum effectivenese by

lesUCh more by July, 1953, If we
\ Justified its existence,

elssent141.-. Ts must_n4.24_4_414.fl
1152v. 50% by December, 1952, and

cannot manage this. CFA will not have



we may have to spend
at men. We must
normally approve,

spite of the fine work
itial clearing and then
tell our men the facts

overseas staff, include
en they leave the home
Id is to vanish.

This means that development in the next six months must
far surpass development since Aucust 1, 1951, in rate, amount, and

(

quality of expansion. It must exceed the accelerated pace of the
past six weeks in expansion of staff for overseas, in establishment
of branches or erten, in actual effective operations.

Aeiny of our best projects must await the establishment of semi-

)

permanent overseas CFA offices in key mpots. Lech must be '.eaded by
a man in whose experience, knowledge, loyalty and jueument we have
high confidence. They are the nucleus of all our operations; we
cannot risk picking poor ones in the Interests of speed. but once

, they are secured and established et their posts, we must quickly
support each of them with an able and trained (though not necessarily

\ Asian-experienced) first aide and a wholly secure secretary. teem!.
while we must hal/sedeveloped:1 .94r contacts with Asians in each PI 41S.se

, *iani_an_extent WhiO S ii eknab l e us to recruit, on the ground,
: Asian heloere__- L itifl _nig peee-time. -for each. p f tie se offices and
' the projects they will supervise.

Lxcept foe the selection of our office : tads, we must take
changes in the selection ef personnel in order to got them and to get
them fast. we must then move fast in the securing of Asian personnel,
for the same reason. 4, e must get our projects going, from establish-
ing and even building broadcasting stations to importing printing
machinery, setting up bookstores and local committees, etc.

epecd, meane risk. e shall have to risk making mistakes - in
judgment, in personnel, in Asian contacts. Let us hope they will not
be too great, or too expensive. Rut to be too cautious will be to be
too late.

SPeed_allPisSeinil.SE.SnS e. As in any wars
more telet action. We may have to spend more to
use the long distance telephone more than I would
to get speed in recruiting.

	

r	 Our greatest special problem in speed, in
oil_ J and others, Is In getting fast in
mucn faster the full clearance that enables us to
of life. Practically all our full-time American
ing secretaries, will have to be fully witting wit

office - sink ss much of our usefulness in the fie

It is therefore of' the greatest importance

)
which the Initial clearance and full clearance pr
accelerated.

to Vi nd so:kie way in
Dens can both be

The necessary expansion of staff and operations, at the necessary
speed, will take money. This Is not an appeal for a birge 1952-53 budget
for its own sake. In fact, I should prefer to wait another tea months



before suggesting evenaruhfigure. The reasonsImention any
budget now are these:

(1) Jur expenditures will be a rouuh measure of our development
and achievement, and therefore I hope our expenditures will mount very
rapidly before June, and mount evtn more rapidly thereafter.

(2) At resent we are not spending eno-Igh because we are not doing
enough.

(3) Therefore funds and reserves at the present level are currently
adequate, and therefore perhaps misleading.

(4) I hope you will not fear that this ScotchaDutch-Quaker will ever
be extravagant of expenditure except as Justified by the need. I hate
to spend money, but I would hate even more to see this (nitration fail.

(
The_ puepoes_of_thelast fact of this report is .thefervre_to

stake sly_PQ.Aceiiii of the way 1 believe CPA mist move, and what that s4 11
relan_in_r lsk of miatahre And of .cost. 1.hope lay concept lee.eis to you
thea44131-ratt. iis hot& please 4!II_Me_AP1_WiliChangel—it.Set If
you agree, you must, pleiiel-sOmikow;

I. Help us recruit, 14 , 111l . levels, for overseas.

Z. Allow us_tg set aalarlits_entallowances as high as we may
find necessary (which may be at least al Agh Si förSigh
sifiria at Comparable levels, perhaps higher) to___gat
people of adequate quality and e/perience, and ImmediatelY..	 _ _	 _

3. 52eed_119_4114 Clearanceatar_beyon4.007 preeent average
rate.

4. Be_flar_e_g_for_AaStaites, end condean.us_for_thessal_
AiAtaJLUM-1142224-

5. Eie prepared for a great expansion of budget for 152-
53, perhaps far beyond the Jctober, 1951 rough guess of
4i million. That may seem, two months hence, adequate.
But I favor whatever arrangement will ensure that we
have plenty when we need it. Let's set a high budget
and then not spend it silt

6. Be prepared (and this I hope to avoid) for the occasional
appearance of waste in spending - as in many wartime projects.
This could be very embarrassing, but of one thing I think I
can assure you:	 our books and records frDm here on out will
be kept in order beyond reproach,

- 1 0-



These matters I hope to talk over with you at some length
on March 9, 10, II, 12, as suits your convenience. 3ut I felt
much time could be saved you, and per aps the cause, by an informal
written p resentation in advance.

1 la_ve never had_a .0.4.thIst_sasmed to me more important, more
chillenginc„ -Mors interesting, or murc_dIffIcult. And. If you thiiii-Ot
1 -6311dhil b‘patient - well my best Mends wouldn't kApw met.	 .

Yours ever ,


